As those who live in USA and those who live abroad, they see the "presidential" Race. Those who don't know will always and forever be deceived.

The Jews have created democracy as a means to enslave the masses based on the illusion of "choice" where there is no choice in the political realm. By buying themselves into politics after plundering Europe for centuries, they did the same thing in the USA and anywhere else in the world. Politicians are nowadays, for the most part nothing but pawns in the hands of the jews for profits and control of the masses. The real dictates are passed down by the "Council" of the "Wise"- jews, who tell them what to do from start to end. Rothschild, Baruch, and other rabbinical families.

Democracy is the ideal for them to conquer. As Adolf Hitler said, the "sponsors" control everything. Every presidential election new tricks are pulled, and Tramp (Who's family tree, personal and general life is nothing but a jewish alliance) and (((Rodham))) who is a full blown jewess. So which jew are we going to vote for?

The funny thing is that no matter which jew is elected, there will be "Victories" and seeming losses for the people in all directions. While the jewess Rodham will just damn the USA into a feminist shithole, and appoint SJW's as the new "Chosen" within the state, Shabbos Jew Trump may shut the internet. Win-win for the jews. People are also naive enough to believe promises. Never in demokrazy has any politician upheld their words or promises, or at least, very few. Why? Because the mob has no power to stop them. Christianity also ensures tolerance for death, destruction, humiliation and constant reproduction and upholding of stupidity. I want to clear out that this is not me judging on any base of how tall you are, or what color your hair is, but the innate value of a person. It’s us judging in QUALITIES and evident things that are around us.

Take for example people in power in Demokrazy who are honest, legit, and have a pair of brain and decency. They are always under the terror of being trapped down by the secret societies, jews, markets, and everything else. Worthwhile people and natural leaders go to waste, and get toppled by retardation, traitors, people without vision, etc.

Christianity gave birth to demokrazy, and no, demokrazy doesn't have any relation to that of "Ancient Athens". As the jews reveal in their own material, this is to give the illusion of choice to the masses, and have fingers to guilt trip them for all the garbage that happens in the world. Like your grandma downtown, literally started the war on Iraq by electing the kike Bush or something.

Deception is accepted, lies are accepted, stepping on one's word is favored. In
Demokrazy the biggest liars, manipulators, and shekelsteins gain power. The strong, powerful and healthy are rotting in the bottom as "Working Classes" while invaders, retards, people of zero nobility, are getting the loot for everything. Even worse, people may even be unarmed, which guarantees complete and total pacifism and slavery. The greater one is, the more on the bottom one will find themselves, as retards, "Favorable minorities", jews, excrement, criminals and deceivers will make their way to the top. Actors, public stealers, cowards, SJW's, clinical retards, devout xians who literally believe in a rabbi that will descend from the clouds, are crowned with rulership over the Goyim.

Imagine how retarded and evil is this: The hardworking good people, are always lashed with more work to do, and more suffering. The retards are wearing the crown of retardation and are accepted. Nobody expects nothing from them, so they live around and exist easily and flawlessly. The "Charity" of christianity that just opened up strong civilizations to jews, now ENSLAVED COMPLETELY the strong people. Who carry the fate and the pain for everything pretty much. Demokrazy is what christianity and bolshevism are.

The real "Leaders" however are on the back and they are called Jews. As Rothschild said, give me control of the currency of a nation and I care not who makes the laws. The jews superimposed money on top of the destinies of people.

There are some very brave, decent and proud politicians who have serious issues behind this "Demokrazy". In Demokrazy, the famous and the rich get elected. The mediocre and "likeable", the "Good". "Good", "Likeable" and all these things are decided by inferior xian morality nowadays. The last good democracies lasted until Kennedy. From there on the jews decided to completely rig the system. In my own honest opinion, I don't believe elections happen anymore. It's all a big joke, or elections are rigged, at least in many countries.

The Jews rob you? Steal from you? Plunge you in war? Fill you with Rapefugees? Assimilate you out of existence? Place an SJW above you, and kikes get the jobs? Like Xanity Goyim, Demokrazy is blame shifting on YOU as well. It's your problem "Goyim", you "ELECTED" them. Big laughs for the kikes. In the jewhish mind you are guilt tripped all the time. In fact, you are such a retard that even an "all powerful g-d" in the clouds had to murder its own kike infant in order to wash away your sins. You are THAT bad. The jews are here to save you. They are THAT good. Now Goyim please pay the Chosen.

The jews also know about another weakness in the "Goyim" mind. This weakness is the need to adjust everyone to one's fitting where people just cannot take the things that happen. This ensures the jews will get away with any and all offenses.

So as to disillusion the people who are intelligent but nevertheless trapped in this mechanism, let's take a closer look at the ((("Candidates"))).

Hillary is a jewess. You can see it in her robotic, habitual lying, disgusting face. Let's look at her daughter too:
This rat is married to another kike of course.
What about Donald Jew Trump? Whose whole "Empire" is based on Israel. And even sent his own private jet to save the life of a kike once upon a time. The Greatest Friend of Israel?

His "daughter" proves his allegiance too as well. She is married to a full-blown kike as well.

I need not go on and on in regards to these matters. My point comes evidently across. This is just a jewish party going up at the top. The Gentiles below look at this and clap on the "life" these people have. While being used as a machine to keep the jews afloat. Kim Kardashian's excrement, Jay-Hova's new shoes, Trump's potty training, Hillary's breast implant.

Remember, the keys for the jewish destruction are two. One thing is the abolishment and destruction of christianity, and their shabbos programs such as Islam- what keeps humanity bound spiritually. Christianity is the host program with which people are turned into unspiritual jewish slaves, or "Goyim"- easy control, used as animals throughout their existence. This goes deeply into the soul until it crashes it. People get reduced to carriers of the jews, and the jews drink their blood.

Then the key in destroying them lies in the abolishing of the creations that resulted from this infection. This includes political systems, financial systems, etc. The fact that these may produce "pleasures" are just because, if they didn't, the minority jews would be trampled and have been found out long ago and been obliterated.

It's a rule that in order to keep lying, the lies must always be PLEASANT and the damage SEVERE. For instance, people like to think that some genie named "Rabbi Yashua" or "Jesus" will move his magick wand, and save them from never having worked at their soul.
What a nice solution. Don't labor either, as God will build a new kingdom. Don't be intelligent, be retarded, as "God" (jews) love RETARDS.

What do lies do? They literally kill. Our societies are dying and bleeding out on the behalf of huge lies, and huge hoaxes. Will Rabbi Yashua Save Us, Oy Goyim? Or will Rodham and Donut Trap? Maybe Vladimir Jewtin? What's for certain Goyim, let's just stay there and do nothing right? Jews said things will get better, and that we will be saved.

Jews always flatten and stupefy humanity, as they are AFRAID of people. Look at the race the jews are taking to take away the guns of people. Look at their insanity in censoring the net. They are AFRAID of all of us, because they KNOW they are guilty.

In closing, if one is a SATANIST which literally means, person of TRUTH, they must never tolerate, follow or accept these hoaxes and garbage as legit. Satan gives eyes to his followers to see beyond "Maya", which is Illusion. Behind these, one can see exceptional possibility, and also see horrific lies. Make a favor to yourself and wake up. As the line went in the movie, "you must unlearn, what you have learned". Truth will save you.
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